125.1g* Mararba ** Baigurudji River (KQ) (AIAS N111)
     (112.1d)
     Mararba (AC, AIAS, SAW, O'G, 'RLS'), Madarrpa (Sc)

Capell recorded 600 words and Schebeck has recorded.
Is the southern dialect which Schebeck calls Ngi?ngi
Subgroup.

125.2* b. Dhuwal Sub-subgroup*

Wurm lists only two members in this section,
Djambarrbuynqu and Djabu. The other six names are given by
Schebeck. All belong to the Dhuwa moiety.

125.2a* Djambarrbuynqu ** Inglis Island, both' (AIAS N115)
     (2NAr.) sides of Buckingham
     (15NAr.) Bay, Napier Peninsula,
     (76NAr.) Kurala and Gobalpa

Djambarbwingu (AC, AIAS, SAW alt. sp.), Djambarbutngu
(SAW), Djambarrbuynqu (Sc); also the following mala
are associated with Djambarbwingu: Gujula (AC, AIAS
N109, 'RLS' 5NAr.), Guyula (Sc, KQ - Gobalpa River
area south of Buckingham Bay); Durulji (AC, AIAS N122,
'RLS' 15NAr.), Dhurilli (KQ - Kurala River area);
Ralwia (AIAS N116W, 'RLS' 76NAr. - described as a
Guyala mala - KQ)

Djabarbwingu has a shared vocabulary with Datiwuy of
62% and with Dalwangu of 58%.

125.2b* Leyagawumirr ** Southern tip of Elcho (AIAS N101)
     (21NAr.) Island (KQ)

     Leyagawumirr (Sc), Liagojomir (AC, AIAS, 'RLS' 21NAr.)

125.2c* Layagalawumirr At Mirrarrmina Creek (AIAS N108)
     (22NAr.) (KQ)

     Leyagalawumirr (Sc), Liagalawumiri (AC, AIAS, 'RLS'
     22NAr.)

The above three form the western edge of the subgroup.
     (Sc)